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BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

SERVICE INFORMATION

To achieve maximum drum life and optimum performance, proper brake maintenance and brake balance are 
essential.  Consult your truck or trailer manufacturer’s maintenance manual for proper maintenance of the 
braking mechanism. 

The following procedures are suggested as a means of obtaining maximum service and to determine the 
need for replacement.

 NOTICE: When replacing lining, brake drum or rotor on one end of the axle, replace the same 
components on the other end of the axle. This will maintain proper braking load on the axle.

A1.   Inspection of Brake Drums or Rotors
 When relining brakes, the brake drum or rotor should be cleaned and inspected.  To be    
 suitable for further service, the brake drum or rotor should pass the following checks:
 A. The brake surface should be free of scoring, excessive heat checks and free of    
  cracks.
 B. The brake surface diameter should be within the maximum diameter cast or    
  stamped on the drum or minimum thickness cast or stamped on the rotor.
 C. The mounting holes and pilot must be round and true.
 D. The mounting surface must be clean and flat.

CAUTION:  If any of the above conditions are not met, the brake drum or rotor should be replaced.

A2. Turning the Brake Surface
 It may be desirable to turn or resurface the braking surface to remove small heat checks or   
 other surface defects.  The following should be noted when turning:  
 A.   When resurfacing a drum, allow at least 0.040 under the maximum diameter and 
  on a rotor 0.040 over the minimum thickness for additional wear.  For example,    
  this usually means the drum may be turned a total of 0.080 over the brake surface   
  diameter of a new brake drum.

  Example:     New Drum Diameter      16.500
          Rebore Allowance    0.080
    
    Diameter after
    rebore limit is
    reached   16.580
    Wear Allowance    0.040 
   
    Maximum Diameter  16.620

WARNING:  DO NOT TURN OR WEAR A BRAKE DRUM OR ROTOR BEYOND THE MAXIMUM 
DIAMETER OR MINIMUM THICKNESS STAMPED OR CAST ON THE BRAKE DRUM OR  ROTOR.      

The maximum diameter or discard diameter is the maximum diameter to which the brake drum may be 
turned or worn, and still be usable.  If any portion of the brake surface exceeds the maximum diameter it 
must be discarded.  The maximum diameter cast into the back plate portions of the brake drum supersedes 
all published information.
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BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

SERVICE INFORMATION

The minimum thickness cast into a rotor is the thickness at which the rotor should be discarded and is 
no longer suitable for service.  If any portion of the rotor is thinner than the minimum thickness it must be 
discarded.  The minimum thickness cast into the rotor supersedes all published information.

BRAKE DRUM REBORE LIMITS AND/OR MAXIMUM WEAR DIAMETER

ROTOR TURNING LIMITS AND/OR MINIMUM WEAR THICKNESS

This information is furnished to advise the importance of the rebore limits and/or maximum wear diameter 
as shown on our Webb brake drums and turning limits and/or minimum wear thickness on our Webb rotors.  
This dimension is cast or stamped on our brake drums as indicated on the drawing shown below.  The 
dimension is the maximum safe diameter or thickness to which a drum or rotor may be turned, ground and/or 
worn.  The marking of this dimension on brake drums and rotors is in accordance with Massachusetts Law # 
904 Acts of 1968.

CAUTION:  To insure product safety, it is critical that any brake drum or rotor reaching this 
dimension by turning, grinding and/or wearing be considered unsafe and immediately replaced.  Any 
brake drum exceeding this dimension is considered a safety hazard and is not subject to warranty 
consideration.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The dimension shown on our brake drums and rotors is the current maximum diameter or minimum 
thickness and supersedes any previously published information.

A3.  Anti-Skid Holes
Due to the low usage of the anti-skid holes in brake drums, we will no longer drill holes in brake drums for 
anti-skid mounting as standard. When ordering drums from Webb for anti-skid mounting, use special drilling 
option code “A”.  The anti-skid holes will be furnished tapped 5/16”-18 and will use conventional cap screws.
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING INFORMATION

Replacement of the brake drum is required if any of the following conditions exist:

1. The brake drum is cracked.

2. The brake surface is heat checked, grooved or worn beyond the rebore limit of 0.080 or maximum  
 diameter.

3. The back plate is cracked.

4. The bolt holes elongated.

5. The brake drum is known to have been severely overheated.

6. The brake drum is out-of-round enough that truing would exceed rebore limit.

NOTICE:  Brake drums should be replaced in pairs to achieve the same braking power on the axle.

Replacement of the rotor is required if any of the following conditions exist:

1. The rotor is cracked.

2. The brake surface is heat checked, grooved or worn beyond the rebore limit of 0.080 or  
 maximum diameter.

3. The back plate is cracked.

4. The bolt holes elongated.

5. The rotor is known to have been severely overheated.

6. The rotor is out-of-round enough that turning would exceed rebore limit. 

NOTICE:  Rotors should be replaced in pairs to achieve the same braking power on the 
axle.
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BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: DISC BRAKE PAD WEAR

Note: The disc pads used with the rotor may indicate problems within your braking system. 
Shown below are examples of disc pads wear which may help you identify these problems.

Problem Cause Solution

Chipped Excessive heat buildup 
in brake system - caliper 
or caliper piston hanging 
up creating constant 
friction - rear brakes not 
functioning effectively causing 
disproportionate braking 
energy on the front disc pads.

Check rear brakes, 
replace caliper and caliper 
piston, replace pads and 
check rotor for damage. If 
damaged, replace rotor.

Cracked Excessive heat buildup 
in brake system - caliper 
or caliper piston hanging 
up creating constant 
friction - rear brakes not 
functioning effectively causing 
disproportionate braking 
energy on the front disc pads.

Check rear brakes, 
replace caliper and caliper 
piston, replace pads and 
check rotor for damage. If 
damaged, replace rotor.

Grooved Foreign material or debris 
imbedded in brake pads.

Rotors need to be turned 
(refaced) or replaced and 
replace pads.

Stepped Pads not installed correctly - 
pads not in full contact with the 
rotor.

Replace the guide pins, 
mounting bolts, bushing 
and caliper hardware. 
Replace pads and check 
rotor for damage. If 
damaged, replace rotor.

Tapered Worn out caliper bushings 
and/or worn out caliper 
hardware.

Replace caliper bushings 
and/or caliper hardware, 
replace pads, check rotor 
for damage. If damaged, 
replace rotor.

Worn Beyond Use Disc pads allowed to remain 
in service beyond normal safe 
limits of usage.

Replace pads and check 
rotor for damage. If 
damaged, replace rotor.

GAS VENT

GAS VENT
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING: BRAKE DRUM WEAR

Problem Cause Solution
A. Cracked Brake Drums

 NO PHOTO AVAILABLE 1. New 1. Mishandling 1. Replace brake Drum
2. Used 2. Heat checks 

connect together 
and grow through 
drum

2. Replace brake drum. Check brake 
balance and brake system. See Heavy 
Heat Check.

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE 3. Used, low 
mileage

3. Improper shoe 
contact.

3. Replace brake drum. Shoes must 
contact the drum at the center of the 
shoe.

B. Heat Check
1. Light 1. Normal condition 1. Does not impair brake performance. 

Brake drum may be turned within 
normal limits. See (A2) Turning the 
Brake Surface.

2. Heavy 2. Imbalanced brake 
system, dragging 
brakes or driver 
abuse. It is caused 
by constant heating 
and cooling of brake 
surface.

2. Replace brake drum. Check brake 
balance, brake return springs, brake 
adjustment and lining type within 
vehicle combination.

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE 3. Used, low 
mileage

3. Improper shoe 
contact.

3. Replace brake drum. Shoes must 
contact the drum at the center of the 
shoe.

C. Grooving
1. Fine 
Grooving

1. Abrasive material 
or poor quality brake 
lining.

1. Rebore brake drum within normal 
limits or replace the drum and lining. 
See (A2) Turning the Brake Surface.
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Problem Cause Solution
C. Grooving (Continued)

2. Grooves 
along edges 
of lining

2. Abrasive material 
collecting at edges 
of lining.

2. Dust shield may cause or cure this 
problem. Rebore brake drum within 
normal limits. See (A2) Turning the 
Brake Surface.

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

3. Grooves 
coincide with 
rivet holes

3. Loose rivets, 
bolts or foreign 
material collecting in 
rivet holes.

3. Rebore brake drum within normal 
limits or replace. Use rivet hole plugs. 
See (A2) Turning the Brake Surface.

D. Blue or discolored brake surface Excessive heat. Rebore brake drum within normal limits 
or replace.

E. Scale on outside Excessive heat. Check brake balance, weak or broken 
return springs, brake adjustment and 
lining. Type within vehicle combination.

F. Heat Spotted or hard spots in brake surface Highly localized 
heating and cooling 
cycles

Grind hard spot and rebore brake drum 
within normal limits. See (A2) Turning 
the Brake Surface. 

G. Out-of-Round

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

1. Balance 1. Balance weight 
has fallen off or a 
balanced drum was 
not specified

1. Specify balanced brake drums when 
ordering.

BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: BRAKE DRUM WEAR
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Problem Cause Solution

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE
2. Variation 
in diameter

2. Heat distortion. 2. Rebore brake drum within normal 
limits or replace. See (A2) Turning the 
Brake Surface.

G. Out-of-Round (Continued)

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

3. 
Concentricity

3. Improper fit to 
pilot or improper 
seating on wheel or 
hub.

3. Clean all mounting surfaces. Check 
for correct fit and clearance to wheel.

H. Excessive Wear
     
       NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

Abrasive material or 
poor quality lining

Check maximum diameter and rebore 
within limits or replace. See section 
covering Grooving.

I. Grease Stained Drums Leaking oil 
seal; improper 
lubrication of brake 
components

Repair source of oil or grease leak; 
clean the brake drum and replace 
linings.

J. Polished Brake Surface

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE
1. Non-
asbestos 
lining

1. Normal condition.

2. Glazed 
surface

2. Improperly cured 
brake lining

2. Remove glaze with emery cloth or 
rebore drum within normal limits. See 
(A2) Turning the Brake Surface,

K. Faded or diminished brake 
power

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

High temperature 
in brake system, 
improperly adjusted 
brakes or inferior 
brake lining.

Check brake drum, brake lining 
condition, brake adjustment and brake 
balance. Avoid operation conditions or 
loads which create excessive brake 
temperature.

L. Noise, chatter or pulsating 
during brake application

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

Heat spotted drums, 
grease stained 
drums, loose brake 
drum, or brake 
components

The brake drums should be removed 
and checked for one or more of these 
conditions and the appropriate action 
taken to resolve the condition.

BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: BRAKE DRUM WEAR
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING: COMMON BRAKE DRUM 
HANDLING/INSTALLATION CONCERNS

The majority of brake drums returned for warranty consideration are returned with complaints 
of cracks in the mounting flange or “out of round”; however, these two conditions are commonly 
caused during handling and installation of brake drums and NOT due to material/workmanship 
issues.  Below is a summarized list of probable causes for both types of claims.
 
Symptoms of drum mounting issues:
A) Localized heat checking, blue/hard spots
B) Vibration/shudder
C) Loose wheels
D) Indentations in mounting pilot on drum 
E) Crack(s) from pilot to mounting bolt hole(s) (see pictures below)

Typical Crack on Mounting Flange of Brake Drums

Reasons for cracked brake drums:
A) Mating surfaces not clean
 1. Debris in hub pilot radius
 2. Debris on drum/hub mounting 
  flange surface
 3. Galvanic corrosion in aluminum 
  hub pilot radius (see page 85)           

B) Improper installation
 1. Drum not centered on hub pilots
 2. Drum allowed to slip off hub pilot 
  (see picture)  

C) Drum being installed on hub with incorrect pilot diameter

D) Incorrect storage and or handling
 1. Dropped or roughly handled brake drum
 2. Storing drum on it’s side

Common Brake Drum Handling/Installation Concerns 
 

The majority of brake drums returned for warranty consideration are returned with 
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CRACKED BRAKE DRUMS ON ALUMINUM HUBS

Corrosion can form on aluminum hubs at the brake drum pilot. This will look like a
machined chamfer between the pilot diameter and the flange. This corrosion can crack
the replacement brake drum and lead to complete brake drum failure.

This corrosion MUST be completely removed prior to installing the replacement brake
drum. Remove this corrosion by chipping it with a tool, then clean with a wire brush. 
Be careful not to damage the aluminum hub when removing the corrosion.

NOTE: Although this information covers aluminum hubs, the same procedures should
be followed on all hubs when brake drums are being replaced.

Failure to completely remove the corrosion will prevent the replacement brake drum
from contacting the hub flange. When the wheel nuts are tightened, the brake drum
can crack. If the crack is not detected, the brake drum can fail.

Additional information on proper installation and maintenance of brake drums can be
found in our Installation and Maintenance Manual. Copies of this manual can be
obtained at no charge by contacting Webb.

OXIDE BUILD-UP
INCORRECT

STUD

HUB

BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: CRACKED BRAKE DRUMS ON ALUMINUM HUBS
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Cast-in vs. Drilled Bolt Holes 
Webb Wheel Products has recently added cast-in drum holes to a limited number of 
brake drum part numbers. Currently, the drilled bolt hole size for standard hub 
piloted applications is 1.0" while the as-cast bolt hole is approximately 1.17" in 
diameter.

The slightly larger bolt hole feature size does not affect the fit, form, or function of 
the brake drum and only serves as a clearance hole for the wheel stud. The brake 
drum is centered onto the hub using the 8.78" machined pilot and the bolt holes 
serve no piloting function at all. When wheel nuts are properly tightened, each 
wheel stud delivers approximately 20,000-40,000 pounds of tension into the bolted 
joint. The slightly larger hole size has no effect on the bolted joint's clamp load and 
will not allow the drum to move in the radial direction under braking or acceleration 
loading.

If you have any questions regarding cast-in wheel bolt holes, please feel free to call 
Webb's Technical Support department. 

Standard Drilled Holes          As-Cast Holes

BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: CAST-IN VS. DRILLED BOLT HOLES

Webb Wheel Products has recently added cast-in drum holes to a limited number of brake drum 
part numbers. Currently, the drilled bolt hole size for standard hub piloted applications is 1.0” while 
the as-cast bolt hole is approximately 1.17” in diameter. 

The slightly larger bolt hole feature size does not affect the fit, form, or function of the brake drum 
and only serves as a clearance hole for the wheel stud. The brake drum is centered onto the hub 
using the 8.78” machined pilot and the bolt holes serve no piloting function at all. When wheel nuts 
are properly tightened, each wheel stud delivers approximately 20,000-40,000 pounds of tension 
into the bolted joint. The slightly larger hole size has no effect on the bolted joint’s clamp load and 
will not allow the drum to move in the radial direction under braking or acceleration loading. 

If you have any questions regarding cast-in wheel bolt holes, please feel free to call Webb’s 
Technical Support department. 
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Brake Drum 
Bolt (Mounting) Hole Sizes

This information is offered to eliminate concern regarding the hole sizes furnished in Webb 
outboard mounted brake drums. These drums are those used in standard stud piloted or hub
piloted disc wheel applications.

Webb has elected to use a larger hole diameter on selected brake drums to provide 
interchangeability across various applications and minimize the number of service part 
numbers necessary for aftermarket replacement. This has resulted in additional clearance 
being present when a larger hole is used in conjunction with a smaller diameter wheel stud.

EXAMPLE:  66884F BRAKE DRUM AS USED IN STUD PILOTED
AND HUB PILOTED DISC WHEEL APPLICATIONS

This additional clearance, when noticed, has caused some to reach the misconception that 
the brake drum will not pilot properly or that there will not be sufficient surface area to 
achieve proper clamp load.

As indicated in the above drawings, the drum pilot on the drum mounting flange is the 
functional pilot which centers the brake drum relative to the axle centerline. The 
clearance between the stud and the stud hole does not affect piloting.

However, should you have any questions regarding this information, please feel free to 
contact our Sales or Engineering Department.

Disc Wheel Disc Wheel

Disc Wheels
Pilot on Stud

Drum Drum

3/4” (.75)
Stud

22mm
Stud

Disc Wheel PilotDrum Pilot Drum Pilot

1.00” Dia.
Bolt Hole

1.00” Dia. 
Bolt Hole

CLEARANCE CLEARANCE

BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: BRAKE DRUM BOLT (MOUNTING) HOLES SIZES
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BRAKE DRUM AND ROTOR SERVICE INFORMATION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS 
FOR POPULAR WEBB 16.50 X 7” BRAKE DRUMS

THE PURPOSE OF THIS BULLETIN IS TO CLARIFY THE RECOMMENDED VOCATION 
USE OF SEVERAL POPULAR WEBB 16.5 X 7” DRUMS WITH 8.78” PILOT DIAMETERS.

Category #1: 76864B Vortex (102 lbs.), 66864 (112 lbs.)
These drums are recommended for standard duty cycle drive axle and trailer axle applications 
and are FMVSS-121 tested for a maximum GAWR of 23,000 lbs. For heavy duty applications, 
use 66884.

Category #2: 66884 (119 lbs.)
This drum is recommended for heavy duty applications that are subjected to a higher 
frequency of mechanical and/or thermal cycling compared to standard duty over the 
highway applications and this drum is FMVSS-121 tested for a maximum GAWR of 
26,000 lbs.

Category #3: 66660 (137 lbs.), 66661 (136 lbs.)
For severe duty applications such as fire trucks and applications that require the use of a 
Type 36 air chamber.  These drums are FMVSS-121 tested for a maximum GAWR 
of 31,000 lbs.

For additional questions and application support, please contact Webb’s Technical 
Support Team.


